
                 Handouts and worksheets 
 

Collaborative Communication Skills Assessment  
Name: _________________  
 

Below are some core competencies of Collaborative Communication. Please self-assess on a scale 
of 1-5, from low  
competency to high competency.  
 

DATE: ________                                                                                                             DATE:_____ 

1 2 3 4 5   Skill 1 2 3 4 5 

      Recapping what I have heard a person say       

      Requesting a recap using OFNR      

      Offering a recap using OFNR      

      Identifying an observation free of evaluation      

      Translating other’s judgments into obserservations      

      Requesting others to give an observation       

      Identify what I am feeling      

      Guess what others are feeling      

      Able to distinguish a feeling from a faux feeling      

     Able to identify my own needs      

     Guess other’s needs      

     Able to “stack” OFNR       

      Able to distinguish a need from a strategy      

     Able to interrupt with connection      

     Able to make a “check-in” connection request      

     Able to make a “pull the jackal by ears” empathy request      

     Able to make a clarifying connection request      



     Able to pace a conversation (know when to slow down for connection,  
Integration and/or clarity) 

     

     Able to hear “no” behind the “yes”      

     Able to hear the “yes” behind the “no”      

     Able to make a clear/concrete, positive and doable request (CPD)      

     Speaking upi across power differentials      

     Giving needs-based feedback      

     Expressing value-based appreciation and gratitude      

     Being grounded in “no” (while holding other’s needs with care)      

     Able to translate other’s judgments into feelings and needs      

     Able to self-manage (self-empathy when triggered)      

     Able to share difficult to hear message      

     Able to express CC/NVC regret (NVC “apology”)      

     Mediating (supporting others in hearing each other and resolving 
differences) 

     

     Tracking (needs on table/thread of who speaking/when topic 
complete) 

     

     Setting thresholds for group consensus/requests      

     Synthesizing (group recapping) during meetings      

     Fostering inclusion and engagement during meetings      

     Responding to push-back      

     Fostering accountability      

     Collaborating (using CC skills) via email      
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